Infrared-laser-induced ultrafast modulation on the spectrum of an extreme-ultraviolet attosecond pulse.
We present a theoretical investigation of the isolated extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) attosecond pulse propagating in the ionizing gas induced by a synchronized strong infrared (IR) laser, with the numerical solution of the nonadiabatic one-dimensional propagation model. Upon scanning the relative delay between the XUV and the IR pulse, it is found that the delay-dependent XUV transmission spectrogram exhibits the unique pattern that is controllable by the chirp of the XUV pulse. Furthermore, we demonstrate that this kind of spectrum modulation can be attributed to the term of the light energy loss involved in the propagation equation. The characteristics of the spectrum modulation dependent on the XUV chirp might provide an all-optical way for the reconstruction of the XUV spectral phase.